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Understanding human movements and their interactions with the built environment has long been a research
interest in transport geography. In recent years, two important types of urban mobility datasets — smart card
transactions and taxi GPS trajectories — have been used extensively but often separately to quantify travel
patterns as well as urban spatial structures. Despite the fruitful research outcomes, the relationships between
diﬀerent types of transport ﬂows in the same geographic area remain poorly understood. In this research, we
propose an analytical framework to compare urban mobility patterns extracted from these two data sources.
Using Singapore as a case study, this research introduces a three-fold comparative analysis to understand: (1) the
spatial distributions of public transit and taxi usages and their relative balance; (2) the distance decay of travel
distance, and (3) the spatial interaction communities extracted from the two transport modes. The research
ﬁndings reveal that the spatial distributions of travel demand extracted from the two transport modes exhibit
high correlations. However, more in-depth analysis (based on rank-size distribution and log odds ratio) reveals a
higher degree of spatial heterogeneity in public transit usage. The travel distance of trips from public transit
decays faster than that of taxi trips, highlighting the importance of taxis in facilitating long-distance travels. Both
types of trips decay much faster when travel distance is beyond 20 km, which corresponds to the average distance from the urban periphery to the center. The spatial interaction communities derived from public transit are
diﬀerent on weekdays and weekends, while those of taxis show similar patterns. Both transport modes yield
communities that reveal the city's polycentric structure, but their diﬀerences indicate that each of the transport
modes plays a speciﬁc role in connecting certain places in the city. The study demonstrates the importance of
comparative data analytics to urban and transportation research.

1. Introduction
The past two decades have witnessed an exponential growth of scientiﬁc
research that characterizes human mobility and their interactions with the
built environment. The rapid developments of information and pervasive
sensing technologies have produced – especially in urban settings – a wide
spectrum of human mobility datasets, empowering researchers to tackle
critical questions in transport planning (Santi et al., 2014; Alexander et al.,
2015; Tu et al., 2016), disease control (Bengtsson et al., 2011; Wesolowski
et al., 2012), and social dynamics (Cho et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2017; Sun et al.,
2013). The big data evolution has spurred “a new science” or many new
sciences of cities, from which urban environments can be better understood
as systems of networks and ﬂows (Batty, 2013).
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The networks and ﬂows embedded in cities are deﬁned by researchers through diﬀerent types of datasets, resulting in a multi-faceted view of urban mobility patterns. For example, many studies have
been conducted in recent years to quantify intra-urban mobility patterns based on taxicab usages (Wang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Kang
and Qin, 2016), public transit data (Zhong et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2009),
and mobile phone records (Gao et al., 2013; Ahas et al., 2010; Xu et al.,
2016). Despite the fruitful research outcomes, most of the existing
studies focus on a single type of human mobility dataset, which yields
into insights that are somewhat isolated. The relationships between
diﬀerent types of networks and ﬂows in the same geographic area –
such as a city – remain poorly understood (Tu et al., 2018). It is,
therefore, important to combine diﬀerent data sources to obtain a
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with public transit as an alternative transport means with high ﬂexibility in time and at a higher cost.
Human mobility datasets generated by public transportation and
taxi can be used to reveal urban travel patterns. Mining the variances of
the travel patterns will provide hints related to the local land use, sociodemographics, and the city structure. For example, a temporal proﬁle of
outgoing and incoming trips can be used to infer land use (Liu et al.,
2012a). The mode share disparity may suggest diﬀerences of sociodemographics in diﬀerent areas. Also, the ﬂow of people and goods
connects urban spaces which may have implications for spatial interactions in diﬀerent regions. These spatial interactions reﬂect economic
activities and reveal the underlying urban structures (Sun et al., 2014).

comprehensive view of the spatial structures and organizations of cities.
This will shed light on the bias when each data type is used alone to
represent the dynamics of urban systems. More importantly, it would
generate a deeper understanding of the interplay among diﬀerent socioeconomic processes.
In this research, we propose an analytic framework to compare
urban travel patterns and the associated urban spatial structures extracted from smart card transactions and taxi GPS trajectories. The two
types of datasets are widely used but often separately in revealing urban
mobility patterns. Using Singapore as a case study, this work aims to ﬁll
the research gap by answering the following research question – do
public transit and taxi usages in a city produce similar patterns of travel
demand, travel distance, and urban spatial structures?
Based on origin-destination (OD) trips extracted from smart card
transactions and taxi GPS trajectories — both cover a one-week period
in Singapore — this study performs a three-fold comparative analysis.
First, we analyze trip origins and destinations separately by focusing on
the spatial distributions of outgoing and incoming trips. Two measures,
namely rank-size distribution and log odds ratio, are introduced to
quantify and compare spatial heterogeneity of travel demand extracted
from the two datasets. We then examine spatial variations and statistical properties of travel distance (e.g., distance decay eﬀect) to better
understand the service radius of public transport and taxis in diﬀerent
parts of the city. Finally, we apply a community detection algorithm to
the OD matrices to uncover the hidden spatial structures embedded in
these two transport modes.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 3
provides an overview of related work of this research. Section 4 introduces the study area and the two mobility datasets. In Section 5, we
introduce the approaches and measures for conducting the three-fold
comparative analysis. We then present analysis results in Section 6.
Finally, in Section 7, we conclude our ﬁndings and discuss future research directions.

3. Related work
Understanding human mobility patterns has been a long standing
research interest in areas such as urban planning, transportation, and
geography. Before information and communication technologies (ICT)
pervaded, travel surveys were used as the primary data source to support studies of human travel and daily activities. These studies cover
important subjects such as trip chaining analysis (Hanson, 1980;
Kitamura, 1984), characterization of human activity space (Newsome
et al., 1998; Dijst, 1999; Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2003; Tu et al.,
2017), and relationships between travel behavior and socio-economic
characteristics (Hanson and Hanson, 1981; Kwan, 1999). The sampling
schemes in these survey-based studies are often carefully designed, and
the datasets usually contain detailed information of respondents. On the
downside, however, the sample sizes are usually limited by the human
and ﬁnancial resources available.
With rapid developments of information and pervasive sensing
technologies, researchers nowadays are able to access bigger and more
diversiﬁed datasets, leading to a new paradigm of data-intensive science (Hey et al., 2009). The ways human and urban mobility can be
measured are greatly enriched by datasets such as smart card transactions (Liu et al., 2009), taxi GPS trajectories (Li et al., 2011), and mobile
phone records (Blondel et al., 2015). These datasets have both pros and
cons when used in human mobility research, and they often reﬂect
diﬀerent or sometimes overlapping dimensions of human activities. For
instance, taxi GPS trajectories record movements of taxicabs as well as
their occupancy status over space and time. Such data have been used
in previous studies to gain insights into cabdrivers' operation strategies
(Li et al., 2011; Kang and Qin, 2016; Liu et al., 2010), urban traﬃc
conditions (Castro et al., 2012), hot spots of taxi pick-up and drop-oﬀ
points (Wang et al., 2009), and beneﬁts of ridesharing in cities (Santi
et al., 2014). Smart card transactions, on the other hand, often collect
information about people's usage of public transit (e.g., card id as well
as location and time for boarding/alighting). Due to the abilities to
capture public transit usage for large populations, such data have been
widely used to derive ridership statistics and performance indicators,
and to guide transit planning and service improvements (Pelletier et al.,
2011). In recent years, mobile phone data have gained increasing attention on human mobility research. Call detail records (CDRs) – a
typical type of mobile phone data – have been widely used to characterize intrinsic properties of human moevements (Gonzalez et al.,
2008; Song et al., 2010a, 2010b), people's use of urban space (Becker
et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2015), and the interplay between human travel
and social relations (Cho et al., 2011). Unlike taxi tracking and smart
card transactions that are tied to speciﬁc means of transportation,
mobile phone data capture snapshots of activities for large phone user
pools, enabling a broader but mixed view of travelers' mobility patterns.
Since all the three types of data mentioned above include useful
information about how people move from one place to another, they
have all been used in previous studies to understand dynamics of population ﬂows and intra-urban spatial structures. However, most of the

2. Interplay between public transit and taxi services
Urban travel patterns are the outcome of the complex interactions
between land use conﬁguration and individual characteristics. The land
use system governs spatial distribution of opportunities (in commercial,
industrial areas) and the demand for these opportunities (in residential
areas) (Geurs and van Wee, 2004). It determines intra-urban movement
of people and goods from a macro level, which is modeled by trip
generation and trip distribution in the “four-step” urban transportation
planning process (Pas, 1995). The classical urban transport model assumes the trip amount between diﬀerent zones is proportional to the
number of households at the origin and the number of opportunities at
the destination. However, when zooming into local neighborhood, the
share disparity of diﬀerent transport modes is more sensitive to individual characteristics such as income, education and vehicle ownership. This share disparity is captured in mode choice model which is
used to forecast individuals' travel behaviors based on microeconomic
theory (Ben-akiva and Bierlaire, 2003).
Public transit and taxi — two typical transport modes — are different in its service deployment and customer behaviors. The public
transportation system is only considered by city government when
population density reaches a certain level. Accessibility to transit service is higher around bus stops or metro stations than other places. It
means intra-urban connectivity by public transit is enhanced at areas
around bus stops or metro stations but not uniformly along bus/metro
route. Unlike public transit, deployment of taxi service does not require
high population density. It can be taken from anywhere, not constrained by a limited number of pick-up locations, although the service
may be more accessible in some areas. In the areas where no public
transit is provided, taxi complements its service; while it also competes
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Fig. 1. Hourly variation of trips extracted from (A) smart card transactions and (B) taxi GPS trajectories.

4. Study area and datasets

studies involve only one single data type. Using a seven-day taxi trajectory data in Shanghai, the authors in Liu et al. (2012a) identify six
types of traﬃc “source-sink” areas by analyzing the balance between
taxi pick-ups and drop-oﬀs at diﬀerent locations in the city. The same
dataset is used in another two studies to quantify the distance decay
eﬀect of taxi trips (Liu et al., 2012b) and sub-regional city structure (Liu
et al., 2015). Both papers point out the issue of data representativeness
and claim that “future studies should combine diﬀerent data sources to
show comprehensive patterns of urban spatial interaction” (Liu et al.,
2015, p. 86). By analyzing smart card transactions collected in Singapore, a group of researchers apply community detection and networkbased methods to understand the short-term dynamics (Zhong et al.,
2015) and long-term evolution (Zhong et al., 2014) of urban spatial
structures. Similarly, the authors mention that the analysis is limited by
involving only the public transportation data (Zhong et al., 2015, p.
2197). By studying mobile phone data collected in 31 Spanish cities, the
authors introduce several indices to characterize the morphological
properties of cities (Louail et al., 2014). The comparative analysis is
able to distinguish cities that are relatively monocentric from those that
exhibit polycentric urban structures. However, since mobile phone data
captures a mixed view of human mobility patterns, whether diﬀerent
types of population ﬂows, for example, the ones derived from public
and private transport usages, would produce similar spatial structures
in a city cannot be investigated.
With that being said, we still lack a good understanding of the relationships among the ﬂows and networks produced by diﬀerent types
of human mobility datasets. Note that some researchers have made
their eﬀorts toward this direction. For example, by analyzing taxicab
usages and mobile phone data in Singapore, the authors in Kang et al.
(2013) highlight the divergence in human mobility patterns – reﬂected
by both the distance decay eﬀect and spatial interaction communities –
observed from the two types of datasets. Since movements observed
from mobile phone data are claimed to be a general proxy for all kinds
of human mobility, this research cannot fully disentangle the eﬀects of
diﬀerent transportation modes on the observed divergence. By combining taxi GPS trajectories and smart card transactions in Wuxi, China,
the authors in Li et al. (2017) examine the inﬂuence of a newly opened
subway station on taxicab usages, and they ﬁnd that the subway had
more inﬂuence on places adjacent to subway stations and travels between urban center and suburban areas. Since the data covers four
weeks before and after the opening of the subway (p. 4), whether the
relationships between two types of travel demand would persist, or how
they evolve, is worth a further investigation.

Singapore is a city-state that covers a total area of 719 km2. It has a
total population of 5.6 million as of 2016. The country has achieved
rapid economic growth in the past century, and it is now a global ﬁnance and transport hub. The city is deployed with eﬃcient mass transit
services, allowing people to travel among destinations conveniently
across the whole territory. According to the household interview travel
survey (HITS) in 2012, mode share of public transit at peak period
increased to 63%.
In this study, we investigate human mobility in Singapore using two
diﬀerent datasets – the smart card transactions and taxi GPS trajectories. The smart card data was provided by the Land Transport
Authority of Singapore. It consists of 3,348,628 users observed in a oneweek period from April 11th to 17th, 2011. The dataset includes all the
tap-in and tap-out events of the smart card users for two public transit
modes (i.e., bus and metro). During a tap-in or tap-out event, the
boarding or alighting station as well as the time was recorded. Note that
the smart card system also identiﬁed transit travels as one trip. For
example, if one commuting trip includes two stages – the ﬁrst one as a
(ﬁrst-mile) bus ride to a nearby metro station, and the second one as a
metro ride to the user's work place – the dataset would store them as
two separate records but label them with same trip id. In this research,
we deﬁne trips as those individual travels that were labeled with the
same trip id. This enables us to capture the real travel demand more
precisely and prevent overestimating OD trips, especially to or from
metro stations.
The taxi GPS trajectories were collected from one of the largest taxi
companies in Singapore. The dataset tracks the GPS coordinates and
vehicle status of over 15,000 taxis at a high temporal frequency from
February 21st to 27th, 2011. The data collection period is very close to
that of the smart card transactions, and neither of the two datasets was
inclusive of public holidays. It is thus reasonable to assume that urban
mobility patterns observed from the same data type (i.e., smart card
data or taxi data) exhibit similar patterns during these two time periods,
which ensures our comparison of the two datasets.
By arranging GPS records of each taxi in chronological order, we
extract the OD trips using two important vehicle status – FREE and POB
(passenger on board). Speciﬁcally, the status of a taxi would change
between FREE and POB when the taxi picks up or drops oﬀ passengers.
Thus, by identifying all the consecutive pick-up and drop-oﬀ events of
each taxi, we successfully extracts 2,817,367 origin-taxi trips from the
whole dataset. The average number of taxi trips per day is 402,481.
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vj divided by the total number of observation days. Given a node
(subzone) i, the indegree d−(vis) and outdegree d+(vis) denote the
average daily incoming and outoging trips at this subzone, respectively.
Note that:

Fig. 1 illustrates the hourly variation of trips extracted from the two
datasets during the observation days. For smart card transactions
(Fig. 1A), the trips on weekdays exhibit a high level of regularity, with
two peaks on each day during morning and afternoon rush hours. On
Friday, there is a small peak around noon, which indicates a slight increase in travel demand during lunch time. On weekends, the temporal
variations are less obvious and the travel demands during noon and in
late afternoon are higher than those of other time periods. For the taxi
data (Fig. 1B), the temporal variations of trips show similar patterns on
weekdays, with travel demands being highest during morning rush
hours. Such peaks are not observed during weekends. The temporal
variations of trips on Saturday and Sunday show similar patterns, but
the total demand for taxi trips is higher for the former (i.e., Saturday).

∑

d− (v s ) =

v s∈V s

∑

d+ (v s ) = E s
(1)

v s∈V s
s

here |E | denotes the average daily trips extracted from the smart card
transactions on weekdays. The indegree and outdegree of the nodes are
then used to describe the spatial distribution of travel demand from two
diﬀerent perspectives. Similarly, we generate another directed graph
Gs′(Vs′, Es′) to describe the travel patterns observed from the smart card
transactions on weekends. We then repeat the above procedure and
derive two directed graphs from the taxi GPS trajectories on weekdays
and weekends, i.e., Gt(Vt, Et) and Gt′(Vt′, Et′).
Here we use two approaches to compare the spatial distribution of
travel demand extracted from two the datasets. First, we use the ranksize distribution to reﬂect the spatial heterogeneity of travel demand
and explore how the distributions vary between the two transport
layers. Rank-size distribution has been widely used in previous studies
to assess the hierarchy of objects based on their magnitudes, for example, to quantify the polycentric structure of cities Burger and Meijers
(2012).
Since the magnitudes of the two datasets in this research are different, A normalization is needed to facilitate the comparison. For example, given the graph Gs(Vs, Es) extracted from the smart card transactions on weekdays, we derive two rank-size distributions using
incoming and outgoing trips, respectively. When generating the ranksize distribution for incoming trips, the size of a subzone vis is deﬁned as
the percentage of incoming trips:

5. Methods
Smart card transactions and taxi GPS trajectories capture diﬀerent
aspects of human mobility patterns. Both of them are well studied but
separately in previous research. In this study, we propose an integrated
framework to analyze and compare mobility patterns extracted from
the two types of datasets. The comparison mainly focuses on the following perspectives: (1) the spatial distribution of travel demand; (2)
the statistical properties of collective travel behavior (e.g., distance
decay eﬀect); (3) the urban structures revealed from trip OD based
spatial network.
Since the two datasets are collected at diﬀerent spatial granularities,
to make them comparable, we ﬁrst map trip origins/destinations onto
subzones (514 in total). The subzones are demarcated by the Urban
Redevelopment Authority (URA) of Singapore. Speciﬁcally, the URA
divides Singapore into 55 planning areas, with each of them further
divided into subzones. Each planning area consists of about ten subzones on average. The size of subzones varies and depends on the land
use conﬁguration.
After mapping the trips onto subzones, we perform a three-fold
comparative analysis. The ﬁrst part analyzes trip origins and destinations separately and compares the spatial distribution of incoming and
outgoing trips extracted from the two datasets. The second part focuses
on the travel distance of trips and its spatial distribution in the city. The
third part examines the spatial interactions of urban spaces observed
from OD matrices. Since mobility patterns might be diﬀerent on
weekdays and weekends, we perform the analysis separately for the two
periods.

sizein (vis ) = d− (vis )/ E s
For outgoing trips, the size of

sizeout (vis )

=

d+ (vis )/

Es

(2)
vis

is deﬁned as:
(3)

Following this logic, for each combination of day (weekdays vs.
weekends) and trip type (incoming vs. outgoing), we can derive two
rank-size distributions that reﬂect the spatial heterogeneity of travel
demand extracted from the two datasets. The slopes of the regression
lines are then compared to assess their similarities. A line with a ﬂat
slope indicates that the travel demand tends to distribute uniformly
across diﬀerent areas. A steep slope, however, suggests that the travel
demand is mainly concentrated in a few subzones.
The comparison of rank-size distributions provides a holistic view of
how each type of travel demand distributes across space. However, it
does not explicitly link the two transport layers in the same geographic
areas (e.g., subzones). For example, given two rank-size distributions of
incoming trips derived from the smart card and taxi data, even if the
slopes of both regression lines are steep, it does not reveal whether or
not the two types of travel demand are concentrated in the same geographic areas. Hence, we introduce another measure, log odds ratio, to
describe the relative balance of the usage of two transport layers. Using
incoming trips on weekdays as an example, given the two directed
graphs Gs(Vs, Es) and Gt(Vt, Et), the log odds ratio of a given subzone i is
computed as:

5.1. Spatial distributions of travel demand
Public transit and taxis are two important transport modes in urban
transportation systems. They provide passenger services with diﬀerent
levels of convenience, ﬂexibility, and economic beneﬁts. The travel
demands generated from these two modes are both shaped by factors
such as population size, land use patterns, and other socio-demographic
characteristics. However, there exist diﬀerent socio-economic processes
that govern individual and collective choices over one mode to the
other. It is thus essential to compare the spatial distribution of travel
demand extracted from the two datasets to better understand how the
two transport modes complement or compete with each other in facilitating human movements.
For each dataset (i.e., transport layer), we generate two directed
graphs which summarize the trips that have been made between different origin and destination subzones on weekdays and weekends,
respectively. Speciﬁcally, we use Gs(Vs, Es) to denote the directed graph
extracted from the smart card transactions on weekdays, with each
node vs∈Vs representing a subzone in Singapore. For an ordered pair of
nodes (vi, vj), an edge ei, js ∈ Es is constructed with its weight being the
average daily trips, i.e., the total number of trips on weekdays from vi to

d− (v s )/ E s ⎞
Ri− = log10 ⎛⎜ − it
⎟
t
⎝ d (vi )/ E ⎠

(4)

The value of Ri equals to zero if the relative usage of public transit
and taxis is the same in subzone i. A value of Ri− > 0 suggests that the
usage of public transit is higher than that of taxis, and vice versa.
Similarly, the log odds ratio of subzone i based on outgoing trips on
weekdays is computed as:
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Fig. 2. Spatial distributions of average daily outgoing trips extracted from (A) smart card transactions and (B) taxi GPS trajectories on weekdays. The intensities of
trips are rendered using gradient colors based on quantile classiﬁcation.

d+ (v s )/ E s ⎞
Ri+ = log10 ⎛⎜ + it
⎟
t
⎝ d (vi )/ E ⎠

communities are calculated as:
(5)

∑ij Aij δ (ci , cj )

We then repeat the same procedure and calculate the measures on
weekends based on Gs′(Vs′, Es′) and Gt′(Vt′, Et′).

∑ij Aij

=

1
2m

∑ Aij δ (ci , cj)
ij

(6)

Note that m denotes the total number of trips in the undirected
1
graph m = 2 ∑ Aij . If the trips are randomly placed in the graph by

5.2. Spatial patterns and statistical properties of travel distance

ij

respecting the degrees of the nodes, the fraction of trips that would
occur within communities would be kikjδ(ci, cj)/4m2 (Clauset et al.,
2004). The modularity Q is thus deﬁned as the diﬀerence between
observed fraction of within-community trips and the expected fraction
in a randomized network:

Travel distance is another important metric that reﬂects the spatial
structure of human movements. Considering the diﬀerences in people's
usage over public transit and taxis, the statistical properties of travel
distance extracted from these two modes may be diﬀerent from each
other. For example, people who live in the urban periphery might
commute to the city center through public transit for day-to-day work
while use taxis for some other trips. To better understand how public
transit and taxis facilitate human movements, we ﬁrst compute, for
each transport mode, the median travel distance for both incoming and
outgoing trips at the subzone level. Similar to the travel demand analysis, trips that occurred on weekdays and weekends are analyzed separately. We then map these values onto subzones and compare the
geographic variations of travel distance for the two modes. For each
type of day (weekdays vs. weekends), we further explore the distance
decay eﬀect of human movements by computing the probability of trips
at diﬀerent distance values.

Q=

1
2m

∑ ⎡⎢Aij
ij

⎣

−

k i kj ⎤
δ (ci , cj )
2m ⎥
⎦

(7)

Modularity optimization is a computationally intractable task and
approximation algorithms are often used. Unfortunately, greedy
searching may produce modularity value which is far below optimal.
Thus we employ the iterative algorithm to detect communities which is
proposed in Blondel et al. (2008). The algorithm initializes by setting
each node of the network into a separate community, and determine
whether to move one node from its current community into another one
by evaluating the maximum gain that would take place. After that, it
aggregates these meta-communities to build a new network of communities on which the same optimization strategy can be applied. The
processes are repeated until no increase of modularity.

5.3. Spatial interaction communities
Given trips extracted from smart card transactions or taxi GPS trajectories, the way they are distributed across space reﬂects the spatial
interactions between diﬀerent locations. In this research, we use community detection — a technique that has been widely used to uncover
hidden structures in networks (Clauset et al., 2004; Blondel et al., 2008)
— to assess whether the two transport layers produce similar or different spatial interaction patterns. Speciﬁcally, for each combination of
data (smart card transactions vs. taxi GPS trajectories) and type of day
(weekdays vs. weekends), we ﬁrst derive an undirected graph summarizing the number of trips that occurred between each pair of subzones. Using trips extracted from smart card transactions on weekdays
as an example, we use Ai, j to denote the average daily trips observed
between two subzones i and j. Each subzone i serves as a unique node in
the graph with degree ki = ∑jAij. An algorithm based on modularity
optimization is used to partition the trip network into communities of
densely connected nodes while nodes belonging to diﬀerent communities are sparsely connected (Blondel et al., 2008).
Given two subzones i and j, let ci– and cj denote the communities
they belong to, function δ(ci, cj) is introduced to describe whether the
two subzones belong to the same communities. It takes the value of 1 if
ci = cj and 0 other wise. Thus, the fraction of trips that occurred within

6. Results
6.1. Spatial distribution of travel demand
Fig. 2 illustrates the spatial distributions of average daily outgoing
trips extracted from smart card transactions and taxi GPS trajectories on
weekdays. From a visual perspective, it can be seen that the two types
of travel demand match relatively well in geographic space. For example, subzones with a high level of public transit usage (Fig. 2A) tend
to also produce a high number of taxi trips (Fig. 2B). This also happens
in other combinations of trip category (incoming vs. outgoing) and day
type (weekdays vs. weekends) (Fig. A.1). The Spearman's rank correlations of travel demand under the four combinations are 73.5% (outgoing trips on weekdays), 77.3% (outgoing trips on weekends), 71.6%
(incoming trips on weekdays), 76.2% (incoming trips on weekends),
respectively. That means public transit and taxi usages are highly
comparable in many areas and this is possibly driven by factors such as
population distribution and spatial conﬁguration of land use. Note that
we also observe some discrepancies of travel demand in particular regions. For example, in the central part around downtown core, pubic
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Fig. 3. Rank-size distributions based on each combination of trip category (outgoing vs. incoming) and type of day (weekdays vs. weekends).

generated from taxi GPS trajectories tends to decay more slowly than
the one from smart card data. To quantify the diﬀerences in the decay
N
y = R x0 , of
eﬀects, we ﬁt the two curves using the exponential model 
which the parameter R describes the rate of decay. The ﬁtted lines for
0.008
0.011
y = 1.008x , respectively. We
y = 1.011x and 
smart card and taxi data are 
then repeat this procedure by ﬁtting all the curves based on the combination of trip category (outgoing/incoming) and type of day (weekdays/weekends). As illustrated in Fig. 3, given each combination of trip
category and day type, the value of R for smart card data is always
higher than that of taxi GPS trajectories, which suggests a higher degree
of spatial heterogeneity of public transit usage at the subzone level.
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the rank-size distribution does not

transit usage concentrates in a few areas, while the demand for taxis is
distributed more evenly. Another example is Sentosa island, a tourist
attraction in the southern part of Singapore. The island is not well
connected with public transit, which results in a high demand for taxis
on both weekdays and weekends.
We further investigate the spatial patterns of travel demand using
the two measures proposed in Section 5.1. Fig. 3 illustrates the rank-size
distribution of trips observed on weekdays and weekends (with y-axis at
log scale). As shown in Fig. 3A, on weekdays, the percentage of trips
extracted from both datasets decays quickly for the ﬁrst few subzones,
indicating that these subzones produced a considerable amount of trips
(i.e., the “king eﬀect”). As the rank increases, we observe that the curve

Fig. 4. Histograms of log odds ratio based on each combination of trip category (outgoing vs. incoming) and type of day (weekdays vs. weekends).
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Fig. 5. Spatial patterns of log odds ratio based on each combination of trip category (outgoing vs. incoming) and type of day (weekdays vs. weekends).

subzone level) as the dependent variable, and population density,
average household income, and distance (from the subzone's geometric
center) to the nearest MRT as three independent variables:

explicitly link the two transport layers in same geographic regions. We
thus derive log odds ratio to better understand the relative balance of
their usages over space. Fig. 4 illustrates the histogram of log odds ratio
based on outgoing and incoming trips on two types of days (weekdays
vs. weekends). In general, outgoing trips on weekdays and weekends
produces similar distributions (Fig. 4A and C), from which roughly 60%
of the subzones are observed with a negative log odds ratio. That means
the relative usages of taxis in the majority of subzones are higher than
that of public transit. When it comes to incoming trips, the distributions
become even more skewed, and > 70% of the subzones have a log odds
ratio smaller than zero (Fig. 4B and D). The result, which is consistent
with the ﬁndings from Fig. 3, indicates that public transit usage tends to
be more concentrated in particular areas.
By exploring the geographic patterns, as shown in Fig. 5, we ﬁnd
that the central part of Singapore, where the CBD (i.e., downtown core)
locates, produced higher percentages of taxi trips than that of public
transit, while many subzones with a negative log odds ratio (i.e., in
green) are scattered around the outskirt of the city (Fig. 5A and C). By
further comparing the spatial patterns of incoming and outgoing trips,
it is found that certain subzones with a lower level of taxi usages
(Fig. 5A and C) attracted higher percentages of taxi trips on both
weekdays and weekends (Fig. 5B and D). This potentially suggests an
asymmetry of human movements regarding usages of diﬀerent transport modes. For example, some people might commute to work using
public transit in the morning but go to shopping after work and then
head back home using other transport modes (e.g., taxis or walking).
The characteristics of individual mode choice and daily trip chains
(Strathman et al., 1994) seem to inﬂuence the relative balance of public
transit and taxi usages across Singapore. Validating this hypothesis,
however, requires further examination of travelers' movement patterns.
We hypothesize that the spatial variations of log odds ratio is the
outcome of complex interactions of socioeconomic factors, urban form,
and transportation development. While a comprehensive understanding
is beyond the scope of this research, for each combination of trip category (outgoing vs. incoming) and type of day (weekdays vs. weekends), we built a linear regression model with the log odds ratio (at

log OR = β0 + β1∗Density (pop) + β2∗Income + β3∗Distance (MRT ) + ε
(8)
Note that the average household income of subzones are calculated
from the Household Interview Travel Survey (HITS) collected by the
Singapore Land Transport Authority (LTA) in 2012. The Singapore
2012 HITS collects 1-day travel diary of 35,715 individuals (about 1%
sampling rate) along with other socio-demographic attributes – such as
monthly income — that are self-reported by the respondents. The population of each subzone is acquired from the department of statistics in
Singapore. We divided it by the subzone area to get the density metrics.
The regression results, as shown in Table 1, suggest that the average
household income and distance to MRT are negatively associated with
log odds ratio. More speciﬁcally, subzones with lower average household income and better accessibility to MRT tend to rely more on public
transit. Population density is positively associated with log odds ratio.
However, the coeﬃcients in the four models are not signiﬁcant. The R2
of the four models range between 0.124 and 0.159, suggesting that the
three variables only explain a limited proportion of variations in log
odds ratio. There exist other relevant factors (e.g., land use type) that
inﬂuence the relative balance of the public transit and taxi usages in
Singapore.
6.2. Spatial variations of travel distance
Fig. 6 shows the spatial patterns of the median travel distance of
outgoing trips extracted from the two datasets on weekdays. In general,
the distance of taxi trips exhibit a smooth variation over space (Fig. 6B).
The trips that started in the central part of Singapore are relatively short
as compared to the ones that originated from the outer subzones. This
suggests that the median distance of taxi trips in Singapore is accordant
with the distance from the originating subzone to the city center. The
outgoing trips extracted from smart card data, however, produces a
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Table 1
Results of linear regression.

2

Population Density (1000/km )
Average Income (1000 SGD)
Distance to MRT (km)
Adjusted R2
⁎⁎
⁎

Weekday - Origin beta (t-stat)

Weekday - Destination beta (t-stat)

Weekend - Origin beta (t-stat)

Weekend - Destination beta (t-stat)

0.002 (1.429)
−0.029 (−3.004)⁎⁎
−0.190 (−3.769)⁎
0.124

0.002 (1.202)
−0.035 (−3.207) ⁎⁎
−0.255 (−4.460)⁎
0.145

0.001 (0.346)
−0.038 (−3.948)⁎
−0.198 (−3.907)⁎
0.129

0.000 (0.061)
−0.043 (−4.112)⁎
−0.271 (−4.898)⁎
0.159

p-value < 0.001.
p-value < 0.01.

20 km-radius account for a large proportion of travel demand in the
city, while long-distance trips, for example those across the island, are
relatively scarce.

diﬀerent spatial pattern (Fig. 6A). The subzones with a high median
distance are scattered across the whole Singapore and these areas play
an important role in facilitating long-range human movements through
public transport. Note that we also explore the results for other combinations of trip category (e.g., incoming trips) and day type (e.g.,
weekends). We ﬁnd that by ﬁxing the day type (weekdays vs. weekends), the incoming and outgoing trips extracted from taxi GPS trajectories yield very similar spatial patterns, and their Pearson correlations on weekdays and weekends are 0.84 and 0.78, respectively.
However, the correlations between incoming and outgoing trips extracted from smart card transactions are lower (i.e., 0.54 for weekdays
and 0.49 for weekends). It is likely that the usage of public transit in
Singapore is more asymmetrical; trip chains that people take to workplaces in the morning is not highly identical with those returning home
after work. Readers could refer to Appendices 9 and 10 for detailed
information about the spatial patterns and correlations.
We further explore the distance decay eﬀect of human movements
observed from the two transport layers. On weekdays, as shown in
Fig. 7A, for both public transit and taxi usages, the probability of trips
observed at a given distance can be well characterized by two segments
that follow a power-law distribution. When travel distance is within
20 km, the probability of trips extracted from both datasets decay relatively slowly. Fitting these two segments (within 20 km) yields a
distribution of p(d) ∼ d−0.917 for public transit, and p(d) ∼ d−0.691 for
taxi trips. Interestingly, when travel distance becomes 20 km or higher,
the two types of trips start to decay quickly, with public transit characterized by p(d) ∼ d−14.078 and taxi trips by p(d) ∼ d−7.532. Weekends
also show similar patterns (Fig. 7B). Here, two important ﬁndings can
be summarized from the results. First, on both weekdays and weekends,
trips observed from public transit always decay faster than taxi trips,
which highlights the importance of taxis in facilitating long-distance
travels. Second, both types of trips decay much faster when travel
distance is beyond 20 km. By further examining the study area, we ﬁnd
that 20 km corresponds to the average distance from the urban periphery to the center (i.e., CBD), where a lot of employment opportunities are oﬀered. The trips made by public transit and taxis within this

6.3. Spatial interaction communities
Fig. 8 shows the results of the community detection derived from
smart card transactions and taxi GPS trajectories. In general, both datasets produce spatially cohesive communities that are mainly formed
by adjacent districts. The communities, especially those derived from
taxi GPS trajectories, are in line with Singapore's administrative regions. That means the administrative division of Singapore plays an
important role in shaping the spatial structure of human mobility. The
community patterns exhibit similarities in north and east parts and
dissimilarities more evident in the center and west parts.
The communities derived from taxi trips are more coherent across
space than that from smart card. Also, its clustering pattern is consistent
on weekday and weekend (Fig. 8B and Fig. 8D), which may imply taxi
usage is less variant in diﬀerent days compared with public transit
usage. The communities derived from smart-card trips are however
more disaggregated, especially in city center where subzones being
clustered into the same community are seen non-adjacent (Fig. 8A and
Fig. 8C). This phenomenon arises because public transit strategically
connects places where lots of commuting trips are demanded while
unstops at places amid with less demand. The clustering pattern from
smart-card trips is not consistent on weekday and weekend, and the
main diﬀerences are evident in central and western regions. This
community diﬀerence in weekday and weekend reﬂects a dynamic interaction of human travel behavior and land use. A majority of trips
served by public transit are commuting on weekday and leisure on
weekend. This shift of trip purposes refashions interactions among
diﬀerent places, leading signiﬁcant impact on high-density employment
areas, such as downtown in the center region and industrial parks in the
west region.
In addition, some discrepancies revealed in community detection
may reﬂect special urban phenomena. For example, Changi area/

Fig. 6. Median travel distance of outgoing trips extracted from (A) smart card data and (B) taxi GPS trajectories on weekdays. The distance values are rendered using
gradient colors based on quantile classiﬁcation.
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Fig. 7. Distance decay of trips extracted from smart card and taxi data on two types of days (weekdays vs. weekends).

destination for tourists coming to Singapore. We suspect those spots
which it connects with downtown are also top destinations for the
tourists.

airport behaves diﬀerently in communities derived from taxi trips that
most areas belonging to the same community are adjacent to each
other. The result, which is consistent with the ﬁnding from Kang et al.
(2013), suggests intensive taxi trips between the downtown area and
the airport. Nonetheless, in communities derived from the smart card, it
is classiﬁed to the same community with nearby areas. It implies long
travel time might hinder people from using public transit for a longdistance trip despite its low cost. Sentosa island is seen to connect with
north-east part in communities derived from smart card (Fig. 8A and
D), which is because both Sentosa and the north-east part are connected
with several spots in downtown area. Sentosa is a top leisure

7. Discussion and conclusion
Vast human mobility datasets have provided unprecedented opportunities for urban and transportation research. Such datasets have
enabled the investigation of urban mobility patterns from a ﬂow or
network perspective. Existing studies attempt to reveal travel patterns
and urban spatial structures from mobility data, but very few aim at

Fig. 8. Spatial interaction communities derived from smart card and taxi data on two types of days (weekdays vs. weekends).
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excepted to increase from the city center to the periphery, exhibiting a
concentric pattern of average travel distance. However, the travel distance pattern will become more complicated as cities become more
polycentric. Some studies ﬁnd that Singapore has been developing rapidly toward a polycentric urban form (Han, 2005). Such transition is
partially supported from the travel distance patterns observed in this
study (Fig. 6B). Suburban centers, although less dominant compared to
the city center, have emerged in the east, west and north regions. It is
also found that the distance distribution follows a truncated power law
with the breaking point at around 20 km, which is the average distance
from the urban periphery to the city center. We can anticipate that most
trips shall be less than this distance, and this phenomenon could also
exist in other cities.
The spatial interaction communities formed by taxi trips exhibit
similar patterns on weekdays and weekends, indicating a higher regularity of taxi usage on diﬀerent types of days. But when it comes to
public transit, the communities exhibit notable changes from weekdays
to weekends. These changes are likely to be related to the dynamic
interactions of travel behavior and land use. The community detection
also reveals the city's polycentric structure from a bottom-up view,
and the results observed from both datasets match relatively well
Singapore's administrative regions. Diﬀerent from Louail et al. (2014)
which investigates urban polycentricity using hot spot analysis, the
community detection algorithm employed in this research reveals the
polycentric urban structure from a network perspective. It captures
more about the spatial interactions among places through individual
travel patterns. The diﬀerence in the derived communities from public
transit and taxis also suggest that each of the transport modes plays a
speciﬁc role in connecting certain places in the city.
In this study, we investigate some important dimensions of urban
mobility using smart card transactions and taxi GPS trajectories. The
research does not attempt to exhaust all possibilities of comparative
data analytics. The comparisons are reﬁned in several representative
aspects that we believe are of wide interest to urban and transportation
scholars. Our ﬁndings suggest that diﬀerent mobility datasets can be
used together to depict a multi-faceted view of urban mobility and
associated spatial structures. It also reminds us that diﬀerent conclusions regarding the space-time structures of a city can be reached by
looking at diﬀerent types of mobility datasets. The current study only
examines one particular city. In the future, we plan to apply our analytic framework across diﬀerent cities around the globe. Such a hybrid
approach with both intra- and inter-city comparisons would deliver a
more comprehensive view on the universal mechanisms, or the social,
economic and cultural diﬀerences that shape human movements in
urban areas.

comparing urban phenomena and processes from datasets of diﬀerent
types. In this research, we propose an analytical framework – by coupling smart card transactions and taxi GPS trajectories – to compare
fundamental dimensions of urban mobility patterns. We ﬁrst construct
graphs of human movements through origin-destination (OD) matrices
extracted from the two datasets, which provide the foundations for later
analyses. We employ two measures, the rank-size distribution and log
odds ratio, to assess the spatial distributions of two diﬀerent types of
travel demand as well as their relative balance. We then examine the
distance decay eﬀect of two types of trips to better understand how
public transit and taxis facilitate human movements with diﬀerent
ranges. Finally, a community detection algorithm is used to uncover the
hidden urban spatial structures. Using Singapore as the case study, we
sysmetically compare and summarize the observed patterns from the
above three perspectives. The commonalities and discrepancies revealed from the two transportation modes comprehend our understanding of people's use of urban space, which also shed light on the
potential biases if one dataset is used alone to conclude urban mobility
patterns.
This work reveals some noteworthy ﬁndings in Singapore, and some
of them may also apply in other cities. The high correlations of travel
demand for the two transport modes observed in this study may reﬂect
good mixture of diﬀerent income groups at the subzone level. Since
travel demand is driven by population density and spatial conﬁguration
of land uses while the mode share is more sensitive to individual socioeconomic status, the high income neighborhoods are expected to
rely more on taxis. Thus, the correlation of travel demands between
public transit and taxis may become lower in cities with higher socialspatial segregations. The rank-size distributions of travel demand indicate that smart card usage at the subzone level tends to decay more
rapidly than that of taxis, which may be induced by a higher spatial
heterogeneity of public transit usage and the spontaneity and greater
ﬂexibility of taxi service. With that being said, public transit can only
pick up or drop oﬀ passengers at bus stops or metro stations, which
makes its service more concentrated within certain subzones. But the
usage of taxis, as observed in this research, tends to distribute more
evenly across the city. This is reﬂected by the skewness of log odds ratio
distribution that more places are observed with negative values, suggesting a higher relative usage of taxis in those areas. Also, the mismatch of spatial patterns observed from incoming and outgoing trips
implies an asymmetry of human movements with regard to the transport mode choices. Although public transit demand tends to decay
faster at the subzone level, the decaying speed is not signiﬁcantly different from that of taxis, partly because Singapore has an eﬃcient
public transport network covering most parts of the city. For other cities
with less mature public transportation systems, a larger disparity in
decaying speed shall be reﬂected in the slopes of the ﬁtting curves. The
regression analysis, although explaining a limited proportion of the
variations (in log odds ratio), suggests that the relative balance of two
types of travel demand is related to the underlying built environment
and socio-demographic characteristics.
The mapping of median travel distance, especially in taxi usage,
exhibits concentric spatial patterns in the city. In a monocentric city,
job opportunities concentrate in the city center, which attracts a large
amount of people in the day time. The urban commuting distance is
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Appendix A. Spatial distribution of travel demand extracted from smart card transactions and taxi GPS trajectories

Fig. A.1. Spatial distributions of average daily trips extracted from smart card transactions and taxi GPS trajectories: (A-B) outgoing trips on weekends; (C-D)
incoming trips on weekdays; (E-F) incoming trips on weekends. The intensities of trips are rendered using gradient colors based on quantile classiﬁcation.
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Appendix B. Median travel distance of trips extracted from smart card transactions and taxi GPS trajectories

Fig. B.1. Median travel distance of: (A-B) outgoing trips extracted from smart card and taxi data on weekends; (C-D) incoming trips extracted from smart card and
taxi data on weekdays; (E-F) incoming trips extracted from smart card and taxi data on weekends. The distance values are rendered using gradient colors based on
quantile classiﬁcation.

Appendix C. Correlations between median travel distance of incoming and outgoing trips extracted from the two datasets

Fig. C.1. Correlations between median travel distance of incoming and outgoing trips extracted from: (A) smart card transactions on weekdays; (B) smart card
transactions on weekends; (C) taxi GPS trajectories on weekdays; (D) taxi GPS trajectories on weekends.
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